There were immediate and obvious challenges: how, as an outsider, could I approach these people, many of whom were shell-shocked, angry, and understandably wary? How could I convey, on film, the unseen danger they were contending with? Those questions would soon feed into a larger, more universal inquiry about how we create home, the need for security, even if illusory, and the overlooked human cost of our way of life.
I kept returning, sleeping on the floor of a local shrine, and this inquiry acquired texture and complexity. Protective gear disappeared, replaced by a pretense of normalcy best conveyed in images, like the sight of a samurai in full regalia on horseback passing a fleet of uniformed workers decontaminating a cemetery. What was initially a visual absence became a monolithic presence, represented by millions of one-ton bags of radioactive topsoil scarring the bewilderingly lush green landscape.
My outsider status became an unexpected asset as the universal need to air grievance asserted itself with time and trust. I was humbled by my protagonists' generosity with their stories, which often surprised me: a daughter sacrificing her career in the city-and her health-to help her horse breeder father; the ambiguous motives of a glamorous activist on a messiah-like mission; the unsettling movement from guilt to denial of the Stanford-educated TEPCO nuclear safety engineer.
As a filmmaker working in the traditions of observational cinema, I pose questions of craft, utilizing formal devices that shatter the illusion of a conventional representation of reality. Furusato is the first film I shot myself without a crew, working only with a translator.
Because I don't speak Japanese, my instinct directed the camera. This hard-won intimacy, I hope, translates on film into moments of unexpected lyricism and grace. I'm influenced by cinema that maintains an ascetic style of storytelling, blends documentary and narrative technique, and succeeds with vigor and precision at painting rich portraits of human beings in their time.
Few concepts in Japanese culture carry as much weight as furusato, which translates as home or hometown, but is also wrapped up in the dramatic changes that resulted from Japan's modernization. Furusato describes the lost landscape of childhood that you can't return to, as well as the final landscape you see before you die. It reminds us of our connection to the earth, to the past and the future, and the ease with which profit models and insta-culture imperil and disconnect us.
We are living in an era of man-made catastrophes, from climate change to corporationenriching wars. In time, I believe that Fukushima will become a cautionary symbol of our insatiable thirst for cheap energy and our willingness to sacrifice those things that make us human-including our responsibility to future generations. It is my hope that this film will grant the space to observe just how fragile those things are.
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